A FUZZY-BASED BUFFER SPLIT ALGORITHM FOR BUFFER ATTACK DETECTION IN INTERNET OF THINGS
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ABSTRACT

Internet of Things (IoT) process technology is a rapidly emerging technology with great benefits for the pool of individuals, homes, companies and other institutions in general. This technology is used to connect everyday devices to the network to enable additional features such as remote control and access to data. But the network is exposed to several attacks, the most important attacks that cause the problem of overload is event-based attack, Smart stretched attack on the buffer one of the most important attacks on the network, in this research we propose a new algorithm called a Fuzzy Buffer Split (FBS) to defend against these two types of buffer attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Every year there are many new emerging terms, most of which are related to the modern world and technology. In the same way, the term "Internet objects" has recently emerged, which means the new generation of Internet or network that gives the possibility of understanding between interconnected devices through Internet Protocol. These devices include instruments, sensors, and various artificial intelligence devices. Internet of things (IoT) the individual freedom of movement and freedom from the place, that is, the person can control the means without the need to be in a certain place to control a particular device [1]. IoT is basically connected to objects, sensors, other triggers, and many other smart technologies, enabling connections from person and object to object [2]. Internet object is an integral part of the evolving future Internet and can be defined as a dynamic global network infrastructure with high self-configuration based on different protocols. They are interoperable as physical and virtual objects with different identities, physical properties, and virtual characters are innovative and seamlessly integrated into the information network [3]. According to traditional information companies including the telecommunications network, Process techniques that connect ordinary physical objects with specific addresses that provide intelligent services [4], are the latest update of the Internet that has brought about a new change in the world of information and communications technology. Represents a Thread point at a time when most of the things connected to the Internet are with each other with people anytime and anywhere you can select a lot of unique things anywhere. [5]. Objects can connect devices to each other to make the digital ecosystem as well as be connected to the Internet [6], as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Interconnection of IoT
Despite the continuous development and updates on the Internet, it is not free from vulnerabilities that may be small but have a direct and severe impact on the network. Such as malicious attacks that attempt to sabotage, break the network, and steal information [7]. There are a lot of malicious attacks on the networks of various kinds, which is the form of legitimate packages enter the system, including legitimate and illegal, harmful, which exploits large areas in the buffer and thus lead to the occurrence of so-called overload. Researchers have studied many solutions to stop this problem and prevent them from entering but most studies were unable to detect [8]. In this paper the goal is to detect malicious attacks that enter the network and work on the impossibility of the largest possible area of the store and the introduction of illegal packets and penetration of the system and thus occur overload.

1.1 Buffer Attack

Is a buffer that collects packets entering the network called a fragment, the buffer acts on the order of incoming fragments in order of arrival time and processing them to enter the next Stage. Attacks that enter the network through the buffer because it is the primary recipient of all packets from other nodes, [9] Therefore the store is exposed to several attacks that work to occupy the largest possible area of the store and thus the occurrence of overload. In this paper we used two types of attacks that often enter the network that lead to damage by reaching the excess load,[10] and are considered to be the most dangerous attacks that are difficult to detect. These attacks are called (event-based attack, Smart stretched short burst attack).

1.2 Buffer Attack In IoT

Buffer overflow and vulnerabilities are caused by many applications and unchecked of the identified by the availability of space before copying unreliable data in a predefined space in the system memory,[11] overwriting the contents of memory out of the buffer. The program looks at the memory space it sees the current data of the bypass instead of the original data. If the program tries to use values from that region [12] it is likely that the program is unable to see the expected consequences and can range from program crashes and other more dangerous procedures such as DOS or worse, and the implementation of new malicious code that is planted by the user [13]. Buffer-based buffer overrun can allow attackers to execute code on a recipient's computer, where it replaces memory addresses that will be used at a later time, while "stack overrun" usually results in DOS, where it tries to write to memory that is available. [14]. Hence when this the timeout for the reassembly node expires, must drop the non-integrated packet from the buffer and reassemble for freeing the memory for other new fragmented packages, to mount an attack that stores the buffer; the attacker generates one fragmentation with the arbitrary load and sends it towards its target. If the buffer does not contain the target after it is by another fragmented package, fragmentation retains that buffer to reassemble the fragmented packet of the attacker, The attacker Now either do not send the remaining vacuums or release them sporadically in order to occupy the buffer resources until the time-out period for the re-assembly has ended. During this time, additional packages cannot be segmented by the target node [15].The node is targeted by several different attacks, sometimes attacks from neighboring nodes or from an external network are sending malicious attacks that attempt to break the safety and infiltration into the network. As mentioned above, there are different types of attacks, such as those that enter the network in a legitimate package so that they are not detected, and others that send multiple attacks at different times to try to put pressure on the network and break the protection.

1.3 Split Buffer Approach

The benchmark proposes mechanisms to increase the costs for an attacker such that it has to continuously send complete fragmented packets in short bursts in order to prevent legitimate packets from being processed at the target node. In this case, the buffer reservation attack resembles flooding attack. If a node stored individual fragments of multiple packets in its reassembly buffer, legitimate and malicious packets would compete for the available buffer resources based on the actually used buffer space. An attacker would then have to follow up on its pretense by transmitting further fragments. To enable direct competition for the buffer resources between legitimate nodes and an attacker [16] the benchmark proposes to split the reassembly buffer into fragment-sized buffer slots. Each slot has the maximum size of a fragment for a given link layer. Buffer slots are filled until either a packet has been fully received or an overload situation is reached. In case of a complete packet, the reassembling node assembles the packet in-order in the buffer and processes the packet normally. In case of a buffer
overload situation, the node has to decide which packet to discard. To this end, the reassembling node can base its decision on the observed sending behavior for packets located in the split buffer.

2. BASELINE APPROACH

The baseline approach (Hummen et al., 2013) proposes a discard strategy for packets in the split buffer that is based on per-packet scores, capturing the extent to which a packet is completed along with the continuity in the sending behavior. In case of a buffer overload situation, the node then discards the packet with the lowest score. If two or more packets share the lowest score, the selection is performed randomly between these packets. The baseline approach identified three fundamentally different sending behaviors (attacks) that an attacker may show during the buffer reservation attack:

- FRAG1 attack.
- Short burst attack.
- Stretched attack.

And it was able to detect and avoid them using the following score function:

$$\text{score}_{i+1} = \begin{cases} \frac{\text{fragment bytes}}{\text{total bytes}} & \text{if } i = 0 \\ \frac{\text{fragment bytes}}{\text{total bytes}} + \frac{\text{total bytes}}{2^\text{max}(1, |l/a|)} & \text{if } a - W < l < a \\ \text{else} & \end{cases}$$

Where $i$ is the elapsed time since the last fragment, $a$ is average elapsed time between two consecutive fragments of a packet and $W$ is a window around expected value $a$.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

There are two types of attack the benchmark isn’t able to detect them:

i. Event-based attack
ii. Smart stretched short burst attack

First attack is event-based attack; the malicious node will send its first fragment and wait until then sending the first fragment from a legitimate node. Here, the malicious node will send its second fragment and wait for the next fragment from the legitimate node to send again [17]. This process will be repeated until an overload situation is reached, there are two possible cases to drop a packet in such situation, the first one happens if the legitimate node has sent its fragment and then the overload occurs. Second attack Smart stretched short burst attack In this attack, the malicious node will send almost but a few fragments in a short burst in order to occupy as many buffer resources at the target node as possible and to get a high score faster, after sending these fragments the malicious node will send each of the remaining fragments at the largest allowed time value within the scope of the window $w$, in this way the attacker appears like a legitimate node and its packet remains as long as possible in the target’s buffer since it has a high percentage of completion and its sending behavior is legal.

4. RELATED WORKS

Internet usage and internet addiction have been studied by many researchers with respect to various perspectives like positive, negative, geographic, social, professional and health and others [18]. The attacks previously identified on the detailed security analysis of the IPv6 Low-power Wireless Personal Networks (6LoWPAN) are based on a fragmentation mechanism where two types of attack have been identified at the specified level that enable the attacker to prevent legitimate packet reassembly and reassemble once again at the target node and at low cost [19]. The magma process can load the attacks identified above by sending one part that is compatible with the correct one. To control these attacks (event-based attack,[20] Smart stretched short burst attack) they proposed defense mechanisms and the Boer content sequence system,[21] but this mechanism enables the right nodes to acquire half the success of 50% so the attacker can exploit at least half and therefore the process of overload [22].

Over the years that have elapsed, buffer overflows has been one of the most common, widespread, and most dangerous loopholes. Although many solutions and high techniques have been proposed to address this problem, they have found loopholes [23] at the same time which, Identify attacks, provide detailed signs and effects to be identified, but this takes time and requires additional resources. So they proposed a solution to control this problem, which integrates the detection of the attack and the generation of a mechanism for defense and abuse which is called Heap Therapy. Which works during the implementation of the program collects the impact of lightweight packages and starts the diagnosis in order to
generate a defense in real time. But the regulation of the expected time between sending the package and the other package is not controlled so there is a possibility of entry of the attacker [24]. Stack overruns still pose a security risk and cause multiple errors to be repeated. The embedded systems can be attacked very easily by the proposed heap attacks and based on the embedded security processor's embedded security techniques, the hardware defense mechanism within the network of the Heap Defender, designed to detect the resulting attacks from the excess stack. The unit of these devices located inside the embedded processor, does not affect the program and does not disrupt the work and integrity of the pipeline [25].

The process of synchronizing all instructions and analyzing them in parallel within the Heap Defender is parallel with the central processing pipeline, resulting in the Heap Defender having very little overall performance. Despite the power of the proposed mechanism, however, there are types of attacks that may penetrate this mechanism and the system as legitimate and correct packages and intervention to occupy the large space within the system [26]. The complexities of software systems are beginning to take on an increasing, increasing number of bugs. Many of these errors pose significant security vulnerabilities. The most common of these errors is double buffer overrun. A test process implemented through 20 different attacks exceeded the buffer and used it to compare four publicly available tools to prevent dynamic infiltration and to stop all buffer overruns [27]. Then the process of comparing the tools was carried out empirically and theoretical. It is the most effective tool against 50% of the various attacks. There are six types of attacks that none of the tools can handle. However, there are various sites and situations that allow more than supposed attacks to enter randomly, leading to the accumulation of sent packets and the formation of malicious attacks [28].

5. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Internet networks and systems used in them need several defenses against attacks. We have also mentioned that there are many attacks that enter the network and spy on them and steal their information, leading to the destruction of confidential data. In this paper, we have highlighted two types of network attacks that enter the buffer, represented by the problem of legitimate packages that are officially inserted into the network. Where it works to reduce the largest possible area of the store and exploit for the benefit of harmful packages and concentration until the transition to the second stage and enter the system. The presence of these harmful packets leads to the occurrence of overload, which is a problem experienced by many systems and networks. Much of the previous research has been done to get rid of them but it is still undetectable. In this paper a new algorithm has been proposed to detect these attacks and prevent them from accessing the network. The FBS algorithm is a new algorithm that detects attacks based on mathematical rules that you execute on packets entering the buffer before entering the network.

5.1 Fuzzy Based Buffer Split- FBS

The problem of overload due to malicious attacks on the network and studying previous proposals, we proposed a new algorithm that detects harmful attacks and controls the prevention of overload is the FBS algorithm. We detect attacks through score, and also calculate the arrival time and the expected time between sending the packet and the other packet and then deleting packets that have a low score and drop it, and send the Legitimate to buffer manage. The proposed algorithm works to prevent attacks that enter the network that provides this secret system to ensure the complete transfer of information and the safety of access. This system is designed and aimed at integrated and effective networks in the online environment and the implementation of transport and communication process with the Internet of things. The benchmark proposes mechanisms to increase the costs for an attacker such that it has to continuously send complete fragmented packets in short bursts in order to prevent legitimate packets from being processed at the target node. In this case, the buffer reservation attack resembles a flooding attack. There is also a lot of systems that have already been implemented for this purpose, but has not been proven highly efficient, as is the case in the system FBS. The paper proposed two types of scenarios that are event based attack and attack smart stretched burst. Figure 2, shows a conceptual diagram of the developed system. Firstly, the buffer and the clock are used as input to a block called input-variable preparation, which is supposed to calculate the input variables of the FBS. The output of the FBS (the score) is fed into a block called buffer manger. The buffer manager is responsible to drop the fragment of the lowest score from the buffer. This process occurs within each node in the network.
If (l < W) then (score is increase)
If (l > W) then (score is decrease)

If (at is inRange) then (score is decrease)
If (at is outRange) then (score is increase)

If (CR is big) and (NumOfPrgs is big) then (score is increase)
If (CR is big) and (NumOfPrgs is small) then (score is increase)
If (CR is small) and (NumOfPrgs is big) then (score is decrease)

If (cr is zero) then (score is increase)
If (cr is nonZero) then (score is decrease)

If (cr is zero) then (score is increase)
If (cr is nonZero) then (score is decrease)

After the packets arrive to FBS, it will perform the following this rules for the test and to know the type of the incoming packet.

Buffer manager it will sort the high score packets and keep it, and drop the low score packets.

Figure 2: Overview for FBS Design
5.2 Fuzzy Sugeno

The developed mathematical tool to build fuzzy model of a system, they assumed that the membership function set A as \( A(\mathbf{x}) \), \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathbf{X} \). The membership function is characterized by two parameters providing a range of the membership functions values between zero and one. (Takagi & Sugeno, 1985) The fuzzy interpretation of the proposition: \( \mathbf{x} \) is \( (a) \) and \( \mathbf{y} \) is \( (B) \) is \( A(\mathbf{x}) \land B(\mathbf{y}) \). The particular modification of Sugeno type of fuzzy on the original Mamdani fuzzy is the format of the implications \( R \) in the form of a mathematical function as:

\[
\text{If } (f(x_1 \text{ is } A_1 \text{ and } x_2 \text{ is } A_2, \ldots \text{ and } x_n \text{ is } A_n) \text{ then } y = g(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)
\]

6. IMPROVEMENT

In order to detect the previous two attacks, some parameters have been taken into consideration and these parameters are as follow:

1- \( \Delta t \): The association time with the latest fragment entered the target's buffer (the time difference between the receiving time of the current fragment and the receiving time of the latest fragment entered the target's buffer).

2- \( CR \): The completeness ratio of packet.

3- \( \text{NumOfFrag} \): The number of the fragment in the packet.

4- \( \text{std}_a \): The standard deviation of \( a \) values.

5- \( \text{der}_l \): The absolute value of derivative of \( l \).

The previous five parameters beside \( i \) were used as inputs of Sugeno fuzzy inference system to compute the score of a packet. The output of the system takes two constants as membership functions: increase and decrease. The first constant (increase) is equal to:

\[
\text{old score} + \frac{1}{\text{number of fragments}}
\]

And the second constant (decrease) is equal to:

\[
\text{old score} \times \frac{1}{\max / \text{score}(\Delta t)}
\]

6.1 Numerical Example Explains The First Attack

If a malicious node has sent its FRAG1 in the time unit 40, and there is a legitimate node is sending its FRAG1 in the time unit 50, the malicious node then will send its FRAG2 in the time unit 51 after 1 time unit of sending the first legitimate fragment, the malicious node will repeatedly send its FRAGN after sending the legitimate FRAGN, so the \( \Delta t \) value (the association time value) will be too small because the sending time is too close and that Indicates to event-based attack and the benchmark will not be able to detect it, because the \( l \) values are legal.

6.2 Numerical Example Explains The Second Attack

i. Legitimate packet:

Let’s assume that a packet consists of 8 fragments and its fragments arrived in these time units:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Unit</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>110</th>
<th>120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

This packet will be treated as a legitimate packet by the benchmark, because the value of \( l \) for each fragment is within the correct range (\( w=25 \)). And also, it will be treated as a legitimate packet by the fuzzy scoring system because the values of \( \text{std}_a \) and \( \text{der}_l \) are zeros.
ii. Malicious Packet

The second type is malicious attacks that threaten the security of the network and exploit the largest possible area of the network, and are irregular and have random time as shown in the example:

Example:

Let’s assume that a packet consists of 8 fragments and its fragments arrived in these time units:

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 29 | 63 | 104 | 150 | 200 |

This packet will be treated as a legitimate packet by the benchmark, because the value of \( l \) for each fragment is within the correct range (w=25). In contrast, this packet will be treated as a malicious packet by the fuzzy scoring system because the values of std_a and der_l are non-zero or near zero, so its score will be reduced and the attack will fail. As show the value in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Time between sending a packet and the other</td>
<td>1, 1, 9, 15, 5, 20, 6, 24, 83, 28, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I) Real arrival time of packet</td>
<td>1, 1, 26, 34, 10, 41, 46, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(std) Denotes the standard deviation of ( \alpha )’s values, mean</td>
<td>0, 25, 8, 7, 5, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(der) Denotes the absolute value of derivative of ( l )</td>
<td>11.301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. SIMULATION

In simulation, MATLAB environment has been used to simulate the grid. For the first and second attacks, data packet paths are pre-defined because the issue of routing is beyond the scope of this search, and only some nodes can create data packets as all data packets generated from the same node go the same way (the elimination of a packet occurs only between the legitimate and malicious packet). When the malicious nodes are waiting for the legitimate contract in the transmission process where they are fully prepared, the legitimate nodes are sent at the same time the malicious nodes are sent to occupy space and take space to send their nodes. Again, the malicious nodes are sent multiple times to reach the overload. If send the malicious nodes as much as the legitimate contract, the success rate is half and may fail. Therefore 11 malicious attack probability values (0% to 100%, 10%), are applied to all nodes and confirmation of the contract received if it is malicious or legitimate. The following parameters in Table 3: are the most important parameters used in simulation. The Performance measures were used to evaluate the performance of Fuzzy system. Typically, other network parameters are used to assess the extent to which the routing protocols are poorly understood or implemented. The performance measures listed below were used to evaluate the performance of this research study. The MATLAB environment was used in network simulation. First and second attacks, data packet paths are pre-defined because the routing issue is beyond the scope of this research, and only some nodes can create data packets generated from the same node go the same way, the performance measures listed below were used to evaluate the performance of this research study.

The entry of such attacks reduces the space available incoming packets. These attacks are in the form of legitimate, but illegal, attacks, exploiting the waiting time given to legitimate packages to enter and occupy a space of the network. The main objective of this research is to detect and expel these malicious attacks and prevent them from entering. A new FBS algorithm has been used to detect malicious attacks by calculating their values in terms of the number of points, the time of entry and the expected time between each packet. This algorithm has been successful in detecting attacks and preventing them from entering and maintaining the network from getting into overload.

\[\text{TABLE 3: SIMULATION PARAMETERS}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First attack</th>
<th>Second attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of nodes</strong></td>
<td>50 nodes</td>
<td>50 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of fragments in Packet</strong></td>
<td>From 10 to 20 fragments</td>
<td>From 2 to 20 fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time period between two fragments</strong></td>
<td>0.1 sec</td>
<td>0.05 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Packet lifetime</strong></td>
<td>35 sec</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timeout period</strong></td>
<td>3.5 sec</td>
<td>2 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Window (w)</strong></td>
<td>0.25 sec</td>
<td>0.25 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. COMPARISON

In each new study it is necessary to mention the difference between them and previous studies to see the extent of their impact and success. This paper has highlighted the discovery and entry of harmful network attacks, although many previous studies have conducted many attempts to solve the problem. The following differences illustrate the current work on the previous work:

i. The new FBS algorithm analyzes incoming packets and calculates the number of score contained in them and the data. Where the previous study counted only time.

ii. FBS arranges packets according to the time of arrival from the oldest to the most recent in the buffer before sending them, where other studies send packets at random.

iii. New rules are used to test the packet and determine its reliability.

iv. Using FBS does not expose the network to the overload status of not allowing fake packets to be entered after testing, because FBS algorithm detects attacks and prevents them from entering. Unlike other studies where only the presence of attacks and transmissions of non-test and the success is half or less.

v. There is a warehouse management where the results are received from FBS after analyzing, sorting and inserting legitimate packages, and deleting illegal packets. Unlike other studies where everyone is redirected to the network.

10. CONCLUSION

Despite recent studies by many researchers and scientists, development is taking place on Internet networks from time to time and a lot of new proposals and solutions are being put forward. However, there are a lot of changes to appear on the networks, disrupting the functioning of the system and disrupting its work. In this research, one of the problems facing the network from the outside and inside, which is a major problem, must be solved in order to eliminate the damage caused by the network. One of the important problems is the problem of overload that gets on the network; one of the causes of the occurrence of overload is the vulnerability of malicious attacks by users and other networks.

The entry of such attacks reduces the space available for incoming packets. These attacks are in the form of legitimate, but illegal, attacks, exploiting the waiting time given to legitimate packages to enter and occupy a space of the network.

The main objective of this research is to detect and expel these malicious attacks and prevent them from entering. A new FBS algorithm has been used to detect malicious attacks by calculating their values in terms of the number of points, the time of entry and the expected time between each packet.
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